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CASE STUDY ON



Who is HubOne?

HubOne are a Gold Microsoft Partner that provide document management solutions 
tailored to Accounting and Financial Services firms across Australia and New Zealand. They have 
partnered with several key resellers and vendors including Microsoft and Verizon, to truly scale 
their solution within the market place.

Product Service

HubOne provide a collection of solutions that extend and enrich Microsoft Office 
365 and SharePoint. In 2016, HubOne began a joint venture with Chartered Accountants 
ANZ to provide members with a platform, coupled with an optimized document management 
tool and a pathway for introducing data analytics, known as CA Kairos.

The Campaign

Our business commenced a B2B Lead Generation project campaign for HubOne in October 
2016, which continued throughout early 2017. The purpose of the project was to deliver 
qualified leads and opportunities for HubOne’s Channel Partners. The team were also responsible for 
managing existing sales pipeline for HubOne, nurturing existing leads to the next sales levels, and in 
some cases completing the final step within the sales cycle to close the deal.

Campaign Execution

We engaged Hub One in mid-2016, and later met with Nick Beaugeard in September 2016 
to discuss the campaign launch and confirm the business goals and expectations. The key driver 
for HubOne to use an external agency was the need to manage existing sales leads within their CRM. 
This involved calling, and qualifying; HubOne did not have the resources available internally to 
make this happen.

Who do we Target First? 

The first challenge we needed to address was the ‘who’ - which leads do we target first. HubOne 
had hundreds of leads all at various stages of the sales cycle, and had been captured from a variety of 
channels - inbound, outbound and marketing campaigns.

The Solution

The business and HubOne worked together on creating a strategic plan to arrange 
leads by the channel resource priority. Our team then spent time calling and qualifying the leads to 
identify which of the channels was most fruitful. We then prioritized the calls based on the strength of 
the lead source i.e. campaign, or inbound channel.

Articulating the Pitch

HubOne offer a world class document management suite that integrates with Microsoft’s 
platform to help accounting firms save time and improve business efficiencies, in order to 
create more time for greater revenue generating activities. The business would be calling 
HubOne’s key target market to discuss their challenges, key pain-points and thoughts on moving their 
business into the Cloud.



Solution

Our team created a detailed script which continued to grow and evolve until the pitch contained the 
correct content that would deliver the business message effectively. Matt’s team also provided real-time 
feedback on objection handling, market feedback and competitor insights to the HubOne team to help 
improve the pitch, and articulate the value proposition to the target market.

Driving Results

Prior to the project commencement, Matt Cowan Prospecting and HubOne agreed to a set 
number of leads that would be qualified by the end of the campaign with set expectations. To 
deliver positive results, it was imperative that the team carefully structured the campaign and managed 
the campaign execution effective to drive quality results.

The Solution

The team delivered the desired results by making sure they:

• Stay disciplined with cold calling schedule for at least 4-6 hours a day;
• Provided daily feedback to HubOne to build trust and maintain clear communication on the campaign 

status and;
• Constantly pushed for innovation tactics (prospect research, strategic targeting, etc.) which drove new 

thinking for the campaign success. 

The Results

The campaign consisted of over 650 calls, with around 500 contacts at 400 accounting firms. This 
generated over 50 qualified leads that led to follow-up conference calls, solution demos, and in some 
cases, face-to-face meetings for HubOne and their partners.

Overall Assessment

Given this was the first outsourced B2B Telemarketing marketing that HubOne had 
conducted, the results were very fruitful. At the end of the project, both parties agreed that the 
campaign produced great results due to the strong emphasis on strategy and engineering. The same 
strategic approach was later applied to HubOne’s second campaign pitching their Connectivity as a 
Service solution.

Repeat Campaigns

Feedback from HubOne has been very positive; we ran two additional campaigns since October 
2016 all resulting in outstanding results. We are due to start our third campaign with much excitement 
from both parties.
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HubOne Pty Ltd: – Microsoft & Verizon Partner – Cloud Software & Integrator.
“Matt provided high quality leads for HubOne, and our core business partners, 

including detailed industry feedback, and suggestions throughout each campaign, 
which we truly valued. Matt and his team are always highly responsive and have 

excellent attention to detail. I would be more than happy to recommend Matt Cowan 
Prospecting for similar projects in the future”

David Hamilton
General Manager




